Flowchart – Navigating and Resolving Conflict of Interest Issues
REMEMBER …

Yes

- Put the public

1.

Is there a relevant matter before the body for discussion or decision?

No

It is your responsibility to make

A matter is relevant if the decision is likely to have a material impact on your personal
interest such that it might give rise to an apprehension of bias

interest first

decisions in the public interest

- Document your
decisions/reasons
- Failure to disclose

WHY disclose?

Disclosure is essential to maintain
Yes

may attract personal

2.

Does your personal interest arise from other duties or obligations you hold?

No

required for the public to trust and
benefit from decisions made on

This may arise from a range of circumstances, including, director duties under the
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), trustee obligations, or by holding some other office

liability

the transparency and accountability

their behalf

- Don’t influence
others if conflicted
- Be objective

Yes

Do you, or a prescribed person, stand to materially benefit or suffer loss?

WHAT do I disclose?

No

You must provide enough

A prescribed person will be specifically identified in your relevant legislation (i.e.
‘spouse’) as giving rise to a personal interest for you if they are materially affected

Seek advice
Competing duties can
be complex and serious
Seek independent legal
advice and advice from
the QIC
The Chair or CEO may
also seek such advices
and table them

3.

information to enable the nonconflicted members to make an

Yes

4.

Do you have a significant relationship with a potential affected person
or entity?

No

Special factors* may also apply

No conflict of interest

HOW might the non-conflicted members MANAGE my conflict?
Where discretion is permitted, non-conflicted members may wish to consider whether the involvement or exclusion of the
member from the discussion and/or decision is likely to lead to a decision that is contrary to the public interest
In making this decision, non-conflicted members may wish to consider factors such as; whether more information is required,
whether inclusion or exclusion could impact public trust, the extent of the conflicted member’s knowledge and experience,

conflict of interest exists and, if so,
how it should be managed

Factors such as the nature, duration, proximity and intensity of the relationship
or association are relevant to ascertaining its significance

Conflict of interest likely to exist

informed decision about whether a

WHEN do I disclose?
As soon as the circumstances
indicate that, due to your interests

Remain vigilant and,
if in doubt, you can
seek advice on your
circumstances by
contacting the QIC

or duties, a fair-minded member of
the community might perceive that
you might be unable to bring an
impartial mind to a decision

the local context of the conflict and decision, or how the board has decided similar matters in the past

If in doubt, disclose

*SPECIAL FACTORS FOR DISCLOSURE
In some circumstances you may need to disclose more information and/or have a positive duty to act. This can include circumstances when the potential outcomes are grave, inadequate
disclosure might lead non-conflicted members into error, you have dual or competing obligations, or to satisfy a statutory obligation
You should be prepared to disclose additional information in situations where you have an interest in an entity in financial difficulty, a decision could result in the public suffering a loss, you
put forward the proposal and are driving the transaction, or you are in a position of power such as the Chair
If acting in a dual capacity, you may have further obligations where the matter is new or unfamiliar, you have expertise, your conduct may be a concern, or you stand to benefit personally
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